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Information
‘BA bay’ is a great alphabet song and a real tongue-twister!
Each verse uses all the vowel sounds and the sounds or
words they make when combined with consonants. It’s
great fun and good alphabet practice, and gives a good
work-out for the lips, teeth, and tongue, although it’s
pretty silly and some of the combinations turn into
strange-sounding words, so be careful!

Starting
1 Make sure you can sing this song confidently before

teaching it––it’s very important with this one! The
tongue-twister aspect is quite challenging, so have a few
consonants you’re comfortable with for the first few
times you sing the song. B, C, D, H, M, and Z are good
starters; T, X, and W aren’t! Be careful with the letters F,
G, P, and T as the words could surprise you. Try them
outside the classroom first.

Teaching and rehearsing
1 This is a another song to teach by rote––sing it to the

group and have them echo bar by bar. Especially with
this song, the repetition gets the sounds into their ears
and reinforces listening skills.

1 Take your time and sing each verse a couple of times;
enjoy the ‘taste’ of the sounds.

Ideas
1 Once you have introduced the song to your group, let

them choose which consonant to use next.
1 I use this song for just about any age group. The older

the group, the more consonants you can use, until
you’re ready for the ‘alphabet marathon’––yes, trying to
get through all the consonants in one session! By this
time the group should know the song really well and be
able to sing without repeating each line.

Listen out
1 Young singers will probably find it difficult to choose

only the consonants, so be patient. No matter how you
reinforce this––and even if you stress that all the vowels
are already contained in the song––someone will always
choose A, E, I, O, or U!

1 As your group becomes more familiar with the song,
they will begin to hear and identify that some of the
sound combinations make words: b + a = bay,
m + a = may, for example.
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B A bay B E bee B I bit - ty by
C A say C E see C I ci - ty sy
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B O bo bit - ty by bo B U boo bit - ty by bo boo.
C O so ci - ty sy so C U soo ci - ty sy so soo.
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